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Environmental Sustainability
Man, Technology and Nature

• Syllabus (online updates on calendar link)
– Expectations of class

– Office hours- instructor and mentor

– Reading references and books

– Projects and assignments

– Web page www.solar783.com

Environmental sustainability

• “environment” physical surroundings and
conditions especially as affecting people’s
lives. Ecology - external conditions
affecting the growth of plants and animals.

• “sustain” to support, bear the weight of,
especially for a long period.
– Maintain or keep going continuously

World consumption

• According to UN
statistics, 1.1 billion
people consume over
3/4’s of the world’s
total output. The
remaining 4.7 billion
(80%) survive on less
than 1/4.

Ishmael by Daniel Quinn

The Boiling Frog

• Human behavior is the phenomenon

• Comparison: the frog, unknowingly as the
heat turns up, allows itself to be boiled to
death.

• What other comparisons can you think of?
• Example: A couple plunged into catastrophic debt by an unforseen emergency

and the gradual use of credit ending in the same result.

The Story of B

• A priest is summoned
to search and find out
the teachings of B. His
followers call him B,
his enemies call him
the antichrist.

• Not about religion he
teaches, but about
Humanity and the
great forgetting.
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Totalitarian Agriculture

• “totalitarian” of or relating to a centralized dictatorial
form of government requiring complete subservience to
the state.

• “agriculture” the science or practice of cultivating the
soil, raising crops, and rearing animals.

• Totalitarian Agriculture is the process of
converting all land to the production of food for humans.
– 10,000 years ago, in the Near East (the fertile crescent, totalitarian

agriculture was adopted) TA produces surplus.

What makes us different from
other species on this planet?

• You may compete but you may not wage
war

• This ethic of biology is ignored with
totalitarian agriculture. We hunt down our

competitors, we destroy their food and deny
them access to food.

Food availability and population growth

– Time      population doubling % agriculture

• 3 million year to Neolithic   10,000,000

• 5,000-3,000 BCE    50 mil  states formed (armed aggression)      80%

• 3,000-1,400 BCE   100 mil totalitarian agric.(civil revolt, slavery, famine,organized 

religion) 1600 yrs        90%

• 1,400-0 BCE   200 mil Common Era E & W culture   1400 yrs      95%

• 0-1200 CE  400 mil  Salvationist religion (you) 1200 yrs       98%

• 1200-1700  800 mil Inquisition, plague & mongols

•              debtors prison london, madhouse 500 yrs      99%

• 1700-1900  1.5 bil  religious prophets, Intl trade, disease, loss of 

                    indigenous peoples,  200 yrs         99.5%

• 1900-1960 3 bil   global industry,ec collapse, wwars  60 yrs      99.8%

• 1960-1996 6 bil        technology  36 yrs.      99.95%

Human growth and population

We replace almost all the molecules in our
bodies about once a year

• The atoms of which we are made have
already been part of many other living
beings. (dinosaurs, Caesar, Cleopatra, etc.)

Photosynthesis

• Sunlight

• Co2

• Nutrients  -  water

• Chemical energy

• Food chain

• ANIMAL LIFE
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the city

• Most of us spend our lives in cities and
consume goods imported from all over the
world.  We tend to experience nature merely
as a collection of commodities or a place for
recreation,……..

• rather than the very source of our lives and
well-being.

Living sustainably

• If we are to live sustainably we must ensure
that we use the essential products and
processes of nature no more quickly than
they can be renewed, and that we discharge
wastes no more quickly than they can be
absorbed.

– Accelerating deforestation and soil erosion, fisheries collapse and species
extinction, the accumulation of greenhouse gases and ozone depletion all
tell us our current demands on nature are compromising humanity’s future
well-being.

Economy and future productivity

• The economy’s growing demands on nature
endanger the planet’s ability to support life
on a much more fundamental level. Over-
harvesting and waste generation not only
reduce future productivity, but can lead to
ecosystems collapse.

Ecological Footprint

What is an ecological footprint?

• “It is an analysis as an accounting tool that
enables us to estimate the resource
consumption and waste assimilation
requirements of a defined human population
or economy in terms of corresponding
productive land area.”

Question?

• Society perceives the pinnacle of society as
“the city”

• How do you define “city”

• Cities are among the most spectacular achievements of

human civilization! But something fundamental is missing.
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Biosphere and Buckminister Fuller

• Imagine your city, or
any modern city

enclosed in a glass or
plastic hemisphere.

• The total ecosystem area that is essential to
the continued existence of the city is its de

facto Ecological Footprint

The Ecological Footprint concept demonstrates the
continuing material dependence of human beings on

nature.

Your footprint, the average North American measures 4-5 hectares (approx. 3 city
blocks). By 2040 (10 billion people) there will be 0.9 hectares of ecologically

productive land, assuming no further degradation. (2.5 acres per hectare)
Is the frog dead?

• In the past 2,000 years
• Crime as a social fixture

• Slavery

• Revolt

• Plague

• Labor slavery

• Drugs

• Global genocide

Reading Assignments Living Planet Report 2002
• Download copy

• 2 indices of report:
• The Living Planet Index, which measures the  natural wealth of the

Earth’s forests, freshwater ecosystems, and oceans and coasts. And the

• Ecological footprint measures a populations consumption of food,
materials, and energy by area of land or sea required to produce those
resources and their waste.

• (take quiz @  http://www.rprogress.org/programs/sustainability/ef/)
• The report has two principal objectives:

– 1. The first is to quantify changes in the state of the Earth’s natural ecosystems over time;
– 2. Measure the human pressures on the natural environment arising from the consumption of

renewable resources and pollution, and analyze the geographic patterns in those pressures.

 http://www.panda.org/livingplanet/lpr00/download.cfm
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NW Environment Watch

• This Place Called Home 2002
• A measurement of what people value and its impact

on the environment


